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An equestrian establishment nearing 7 acres of land in total. Within
the land there is a stable block with 6 stables, a tack room, hay barn
a Manège and two large enclosed fields. There is a large area of
hard standing for ample parking to the front of the stables. The yard
is in a rural location on the outskirts of Granborough, with easy
access to a number of bridleways and quiet country lanes.

Price £250,000

• Approaching 7 Acres of Land • Manège

• 6 Stables • 2 Large Enclosed Fields

• Parking for Multiple Vehicles • Solar Panels and Mains Water

• Hay Barn • Tack Room

Granborough
The picturesque village of Granborough lies between North Marston and
Winslow. It consists of a public house and a church. Shopping and leisure
facilities are located in the nearby towns of Buckingham and Winslow.

Entrance
Enter the hard standing off Green End through a wooden gate, which leads to
an area of hard standing, with room for horseboxes, lorries and other large
vehicles.

Stables
The stables are set in an enclosed area, surrounded by hedges and fencing.
There are six stables, measuring roughly 12ft x 12ft each. There are solar
panels to the roof, providing lighting. There is also mains water to the yard.

Manège
Enter the manège through wooden gate into the enclosed approx 20mx40m
arena. It consists of redhill silica sand and premium crumbed equestrian
rubber.

Fields
There are two large enclosed fields, with fencing to the perimeters along with
hedging to left hand side boundary.
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Disclaimer
The red outlined photos offer an illustration of the land for sale.

Buyer Notes
In line with current AML legislation, all prospective buyers will be asked to
provide identification documentation and we would ask for your co-operation
in order that there will be no delay in agreeing the sale.

An equestrian establishment nearing
7 acres of land in total. Within the
land there is a stable block with 6
stables, a tack room, hay barn a
manège and two large enclosed

fields. There is a large courtyard area
for ample parking to the front of the
stables. The yard is in a rural location
on the outskirts of Granborough, with

easy access to a number of
bridleways and quiet country lanes.
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01296 435600

For clarification, we wish to inform perspective purchasers that we have prepared these sales particulars as a general
guide. We have not carried out a detailed survey, nor tested the services, appliances and specific fittings. Room sizes are
approximate and rounded:they are taken between internal wall surface and therefore include cupboards/shelves, etc.
Accordingly, they should not be relied upon for carpets and furnishings. Formal notice is also given that all fixtures and
fittings, carpets, curtains/blinds and kitchen equipment, whether fitted or not are deemed removable by the vendor unless
specifically itemised within these particulars.
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